Poetry by Arab women has often been neglected to a point, that many thought of it as hardly playing any role at all in the Arabic literary heritage, an exception being preIslamic maràΔì. This contribution tries to assess the importance of medieval love poetry by women in relation to Bauers far reaching conclusions about male love poetry in his Liebe und Liebesdichtung, etc. and its outline of Arab medieval "Mentalitätsgeschichte".
1. It is very much inspired by the everyday, almost banal vicissitudes that come with love; 2. It hardly contains any waßf of the beloved, the means by which the poet(ess) might have been able to construct the necessary perspective to understand the emotional implications of love and passion and the intellectual reflection on it.
An intriguing feature of Thomas Bauers recent publication, Liebe und Liebesdichtung in der arabischen Welt 1 is the absence of a Conclusion. This decision has probably been taken with a purpose. It is as if it is left to the reader to determine wether or not the author succeeded in his undertaking, which is to present an analysis of late Abbasid love poetry in order to work out a "Mentalitätsgeschichte" of the Abbasid period. Nothing less than that.
In his introduction the author creates two opposite ends, the observer and the observed, in this case, the modern reader and a number of love poems from the Abbasid period. This opposition is certainly meaningful. 2 The problem that Bauer tackles is an intriguing one, especially in the context that he is writing in, because the corpus of poetry that he tries to analyse and classify-love poetry-seems to defy cognitive reasoning by its very nature; in modern (post Romantic) times love poetry seems to be the declared domain of affections, whims and other individual feelings, that defy intellectual description. Somehow we may have come to regard this domain as emotional, unpredictable and non-intellectual, but at the same time modern culture would make us believe, that the phenomenon of love and its derivativelove poetry-is universal in form and nature. Bauer denies both:
1. His object (love and love poetry) can be classified through an intellectual analysis; 2. He rejects claims of universality for cultural-historic, mainly Western notions like "courtly love" or concepts like "the Middle Ages".
If we add this to Bauers assumption, mentioned earlier, that essentially a poet from the Abbasid period had nothing to say to us-a denial of transcultural, time transgressing communication-the very effort of analysing and classifying love poetry and love's concepts seems pointless. 3 For a summary see LLAW, pp. 14-17.
Another opposition he creates is that between the "pre-modern" world and our actuality, be it modern or even post-modern. This opposition allows the author to address a few fundamental mistakes in the image "modernity" conveyed of pre-modern Islamic society, by using epithets as "medieval" or "courtly". Bauer argues that the use of such adjectives leads to false conclusions and will blur our understanding of history significantly. One of the examples of misunderstanding he mentions is the tendency, often observed in Arabic Studies, to assume, that the main day-to-day concerns of an Arab or a Muslim in that period had to do with matters of religion.
As one of the factors that underly such misunderstandings Bauer mentions the problem of communication: all too easily a modern writer assumes, that the Abbasid poet composed his poem in order to communicate with us, modern readers, whereas Bauer emphasises the obvious fact that this poet only meant to communicate with certain members of his own contemporary society. This faulty attitude among modern readers-Bauer rightly argues that to us an Abbasid poet has nothing to say-presupposes a kind of universality between concepts that humans have or create, a universality that Bauer argues against. 2 It is far beyond the intentions of this contribution to review Bauers subtle and well wrought monography and it is not difficult to agree with many of the author's observations and comments 3 . On the other hand one might be tempted to place a question mark here and there. It is quite clear, that the procedure of throwing all poetical themes and motifs together, everything that a poet of a bygone era had to say, on a huge universal pile of meanings and concepts that we-modernscan understand and appreciate, and to determine that as a means of communication is grotesque. One might on the other hand wonder wether the ambition to communicate is so prominent and wether Abbasid poets with each and every poem tried to communicate at all, even with their contemporaries. As a child of his time he creates for other children of his time, but the creative process does not always have to be one of communication: it cannot be excluded that a poet might feel the urge to create, invent and convey something brilliant and unique, just for the sake of it.
And even so: communication has to do with distance and distance is a relative concept. Some cultural spheres are more distant and outlandish than others, even contemporary ones. And although we should avoid to overestimate, many or most of the scholars in Arabic studies know and understand more about Abbasid society than they would about Ceaucesku's Bucharest, rave parties or the everyday life of the modern student.
If we were to apply Bauers proposal of how to deal with this corpus of poetry to his own work, then the author himself should be considered to have fallen in his own trap, because what else could he have done than what he actually did: choose and translate (i.e. communicate the meaning of) the poems of his choice and analyse and interpret them from the perspective that he, a "modern", is interested in. From a theoretical side it is very useful to take Bauers views into consideration, but if these views were to lead to an undesirable polarization, I would prefer to be found in the universalist camp.
Bauer stresses the relationship of the lyrical in Abbasid love poety to its social and historical context as defined by a subtle pattern of actions and reactions, expectations and unexpected turns between the poet and his client, the consumer of poetry. What Bauer intends to do is to (re) construct a mentalitätsgechichtliche Entwicklung in this poetry, that mirrors a wakening awareness in the individual as well as in society. It is a hazardous undertaking, because one might argue: does the particular reflect the general; does a limited-although in its context importanthuman activity in the field of elite culture, i.e. the creation of poetry, reflect a major and abstract development like the "Sammelbegriff " Mentalitätsgeschichte?
One thing to ensure that his statements are of a general character is the authors choice for a©rà∂ to filter the themes and motifs in this 4 corpus: poetical categories like madì˙, waßf, ¢abar and lawm are likely to have been productive in the communicational patterns between poet and public in that age. These categories as genres may seem unbalanced to a modern reader, but they are well known in contemporary, indigenous literary theory.
A large number of poems that Bauer discusses are situated in the realm of the metropolitan, affluent, homosexual or rather paederastic scene, an exclusive domain of men. It may well be, that many of the intellectual and "mentality historic" innovations that Bauer detects in this poetry originate in this context, setting further the boundaries of the tradition of ˙i[àzì love poetry, but one might wonder wether Bauers corpus reflects the practice of love poetry and a possible development of accompanying spiritual values in every day life, on household level urban medieval Arab cities.
If Bauers observation is right-if significant changes in mentality and esthetical/ethical points of view occurred in upper class, late Abbasid Arab society-then the more trivial utterances are probably voiced by a complementary part of society: women. These voices may well be of various natures, associated with the court as well as with the market place, and they do not necessarily reflect deep underlying changes; they might just as well be ambitious literary compositions as well as marginal poetical utterances that reached us merely by accident.
A great help to enable us to have a closer look at love poetry by women is the collection edited by aAbd A. (sic) al-Muhannà (Beirut, Dàr al-Kutub al-aIlmiyya, 1990), the Mua[am al-Nisàh al-Sàairàt fì l-]àhiliyya wa l-Islàm 4 , with the promising subtitle ¢u †wa na˙wa mua[am mutakàmil. As a source this is not a definitive collection, but it brings together an impressive number of poems by women from a considerable number of sources. Alongside it I used some sources that were at hand at this moment like the Aalàm al-Nisàh by Ka˙˙àla 5 and the Balà©àt al-Nisàh by ayfùr 6 . For the lack of a critical and complete edition of love poetry by women, that which is presented here can neither be considered a general overview of this kind of poetry nor an attempt to contribute to the 7 field of gender studies; in the best of cases it sets some boundaries to other generalisations. A limit to this selection of poems by women is, that I decided to exclude most of the poems attributed to women in al-Andalus, because some of these have been studied already 7 .
Another self imposed limit is the exclusion of innumerable quotations by women on a wide variety of subjects-also on "love"-that abound in adab-literature (no tautology intended) : to single out poetry for this contribution has a practical reason (size) but also a more theoretical one. It may be, that short lines of poetry could act as a vehicle for the contents, presented here, as well as (witty) utterances in prose would, but I think nonetheless, that poetry just demands that bit more of reflection to distinguish it from prose. For that reason one might expect some more reflection underlying these pieces of poetry. The opposite may well be the case: the last decades have seen a considerable number of sources of female literature being published in the Arab world. My earlier experience in ferriting out maràΔì, tells me, that it is worthwhile to leaf through these sources, because a lot of material is probably still to be found.
First of all it is useful to divide the poems presented here into groups. To avoid any premature classification of these poems along literary 9 Mu., p. 299; Balà©àt (1997 ed.), p. 312. 10 Both spelled al-ulà and al-ùlà; for this variety in spelling see Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic Language, Cambridge, reprint 1975, I, p. 271C. 11 Balà©àt reads aaynin for u≈nin. 12 Mu. reads u˙ìnù. 13 Balà©àt reads balàhu.
lines, I chose to superimpose an arrangement according to the main topic of a particular poem, its predominant theme. Within each group I have tried to work along a rough chronological order, mainly based on the kind of environment that a particular poem is situated in. If this is a Bedouin environment the poem will probably be older than a poem located in an urban or a courtly setting. This is clearly not the most elegant approach, but ultimately a closer analysis of interrelationship between poems and of possible clues to a relative chronology can only be achieved once we have an idea of how these clues might look like. The chronology proposed here does not have any ambition of being definitive.
Love as a Concept
The first group of poems that will be considered here might be called "maxims" (˙ikam); their theme is love but the perspective is philosophical or reflective as opposed to "based on experience".
I.1
Although divorced by a man she passionately loved, a Bedouin woman called Umm al-Îa˙˙àk al-Mu˙àribiyya 9 says:
1. I see love as indestructable and those who 10 loved were not able to destroy it, even though they were in bygone ages 2. And each and every one of them has felt all of it to be in his heart; they tell that in their poetry 3. What else is love if not the hearing by an ear 11 and a glance (an accidental word or glance) and negligence by the heart of all that is being said and remembered 4. If it were otherwise, then love would vanish and the one who loves would wear it down, even if it (love) were made of stone. From a considerable distance this woman points to the conflict between the inevitability of love and the frustration that goes with it. The generalisation is made effective by her view of this conflict as a stable factor through all generations.
The idea of the subtle balance of equanimity, threatened by lurking passion, is brought forward by this unknown Bedouin woman. When asked about the meaning of love she says 14 :
I.2 1 . The beginning of love is an inclination with which the lover's mind gets astray until he faces death as a kind of play 2. It starts with a glance that is thrown or a jesting remark that is sparkled in the heart like a flame 3. Like a fire it starts with a sparkle, but when it is burning, it will blaze away all the collected (of the) firewood Both women mention the accidental look or word that makes people fall in love, But this second poem offers a much more dynamic description of what happens, once the (innocent?) defenceless victim is being toppled. As opposed to I.1 this poem sounds much more like a warning against consuming passion.
One might think, that good judgement, sharp intelligence or proven courage could well contribute to an effective defense against the threat to the subtle balance, but history has shown this hope to be false, because love's folly will affect even the best in society as in the words of this woman of Qays 15 :
I.3
1. There is no intelligent man among people whose opinion is praised, but who then falls passionately in love, who is not foolish in his love 2. And there is no hero who tasted the hardship of life, but who then falls in love tasting the hardship being in love Umm al-Îa˙˙àk is being told, that the pain of unfulfilled love can only be healed by another love affair, by distance and solitude or by time, the great healer 16 : I.4
1. I asked the lovers who have borne the agonies of this love since times long past 2. In these words: what makes love go away after it has settled between the sides and the chest 3. And they answered: the healing of love is love for someone else, which makes it come to an end or a long absence in being apart 4. Or despair until the soul forgets after it strived for passion; despair is a help to endurance In the aIqd al-Farìd 20 we find this story about two "contesting" slave girls: a man had married a new wife besides the one he was already married to. The slave girl of the new wife passed by the door of the slave girl of the other saying nastily:
II.3
1. The two feet are not equal, the sound foot and the foot that has been affected by Time so that is has become stiff
Wa mà yastawì l-ri[làni ri[lun ßa˙ì˙atun wa ri[lun ramà fìhà l-zamànu fa-sallat
On another occasion she adds:
1. Nor are the two garments equal, a garment that is worn out and another in the hands of the sellers, new
Wa mà yastawì l-Δawbàni Δawbun bihi l-bilà wa Δawbun bi-aydì l-bàhiaìna [adìdu
But then the slave girl of the earlier spouse passes by the one of the new wife citing these verses by Abù Tammàm:
1. Carry around your heart wherever you want in (the field of) love, but your heart will only belong to your first love 2. Many a house on earth will a man become familiar with, but his longing will always be for his first dwelling
Naqqil fuhàdaka ˙ayΔu sihta mina l-hawà mà l-qalbu illà li-l-˙abìbi l-awwali 2. Kam manzilin fì l-ar∂i yahlafuhu l-fatà wa ˙anìnuhu abadan li-awwali manzili
In a most remarkable poem, expressing understanding of male psychology, Asmàh ßà˙ibat ]aad b. MH]a al-aU≈rì explains to her husband after her marriage, why she hid her love from him before they married 21 : 22 The metre ( †awìl) would require: wa/fa-ya∂ribuhà bar˙u l-hawà fa-taaùdu. 23 Ibid., p. 351. 24 The text reads tastaqirru.
II.4
1. I hid love because I thought you would shy away; I said (to myself) : he is a hero who wants the distance of a friend 2. In case you would have rejected me or said: It's just a teenage girl, who is (now) struck by the distress of love, but she will recover 3. That's why I kept secret what love was inside me and in my liver and in my heart of hearts: a distress-you should know-that was strong 
The "Romantic" Escape
There is a tension between the inescapable nature of love and the threat it holds to equanimity. Experience shows, that the outcome of the initial infatuations may not always be paradise. Furthermore the whole situation is dominated by the possible doom of boredom and mutual enmity between partners. The escape from this tension between (semi) consciousness that love teases and threats and that it pleases and hurts can be realized by what could be called "the romantic escape", the idealisation of the lovers role and his behaviour within the existing or desired relationship.
We find the expression of this-almost modern-idealisation of love in the answer of a girl to her lover's denial when she had asked for his permission to visit him when he was in the war against the ›àri[ites under al-Muhallab 23 : III.1 1. A lover is not someone who fears punishment, even if in his love his punishment would be the Fire 2. On the contrary: a lover is the one whom nothing can repel or make stick to his dwelling, because in whom he loves is his dwelling
Laysa l-mu˙ibbu lla≈ì ya¢sà l-aiqàba wa law kànat auqùbatuhu fì ilfihi l-nàru 2. Bali l-mu˙ibbu lla≈ì là sayha yamnaauhu aw yastaqirru 24 wa man yahwà bihi l-dàru
The ideal lover behaves contrary to the social maarùf, he takes formidable risks because of a "belief" in a higher good. Only against the background of this courage (or: recklesness) can the subject (here: the 25 Ibid., p. 103. poetess) declare that she is willing to take the same risk: throw herself into the situation for better or for worse.
Most of these poems, except the one connected to the war against the ›àri[ites, are hard to date, but they seem to be [àhilì or early Islamic: not only are they attributed to women who bear "old" names, but some of them also reflect a Bedouin state of mind. And though some can be called "elegant", their diction does not show the same playfulness as one expects in poetry of the Abbasid age.
Still these poems reflect a more or less "modern" state of mind. The idea of the individual as a victim to love, which we are probably inclined to associate with "cheap" modern romanticism, seems not to be absent from this early period in Arabic litareture. Moreover these poems bear witness to some extent of individuality in this emotional state of mind: to point to love as a problem shared with every other individual, even with the sturdiest of men, expresses a frame of mind that can be called individualistic.
The "romantic" idea comes to a full expression in the allusion to recklesness to which love's folly can lead: ultimately to objectionable social behaviour by the individual that transgresses accepted borders and will readily undergo any punishment, even the unreasonable: hell.
Various Aspects of Love Passion
So falling in love is a threat to the inner equilibrium of the individual. The strain within the individual may be caused by the tension between passionate desire and doubt wether body and soul will endure this tension, calculating that the object of desire is a human being and therefore unpredictable in behaviour and unreliable in relationships.
Probably few will know that Is˙àq al-Mawßilì's pet name was ]uml. In this poem the passion, that Zahràh al-Kilàbiyya expresses for him, reaches extreme dimensions 25 : Umm al-Îa˙˙àk al-Mu˙àribiyya is subject to serious doubts wether she will be able to endure her own passion. Starting off in the best of a †làl traditions she complains 31 :
IV.4
1. Oh you rider in the morning towards his aim; hold still that I may tell of some of the things I feel 2. Never have people suffered from passion that encompassed them, or my love for him was above that which they felt 3. All I want is his pleasure, but how will I endure until the end of time in pleasing and loving him Fa∂l almost sounds modern about the ambiguity of passion in this passage that she wrote to one of her lovers: 40 IV.9
1. Yes, for God's sake, I am in love with you; will you-let me never lose you!-return this? 2. In whose heart are you pictured and in whose eye is the image of (actually) seeing you when you are absent? 3. Have trust in a passion the like of which you show; all the more so because in me there is sickness to which you are the doctor
Naaam wa ilàhì innanì bika ßabbatun fa-hal anta yà man là aadimtu muΔìbu 2. Li-man anta minhu fì l-fuhàdi mußawwaru wa fì l-aayni nußbu 41 l-aayni ˙ìna ta©ìbu 3. Fa-Δiq bi-wadàdin anta muΩhiru miΔlihi aalà anna bì suqman wa anta †abìbu
Sometimes the poetess may envisage the most serious of consequences if she is left behind like in the case of Qurrat al-aAyn al-Muataßimiyya who asks her lover for forgiveness 42 :
IV.10
1. Look at me with an eye of forgiveness for my fault and do not leave me in fear of what happens to me 2. Your spirit and mine are intertwined in unity; how could I leave the one in leaving whom is my death
UnΩur ilayya bi-aayni l-ßaf˙i aan zalalì là tatrukanniya min amrì aalà wa[ali 2. Rù˙ì wa rù˙uka maqrùnàni fì qaranin fa-kayfa ah[uru man fì ha[rihi a[alì
In contrast to these fierce poems of passion, we find an anonymous woman, who quietly expresses her love and devotion in these charming words 43 :
IV.11
1. The best thing you can offer me is sincerity, as long as I live, and (your) love like the water from clouds, undiluted 2. The last thing for me when I go to sleep is you and you are the first thing (for me) when I rise 44 Ibid., pp. The Iraqi poetess Suhda bint A˙mad al-Ba©dàdiyya knows how to use ancient poetic Arabic diction elegantly as a kind of parody to express her passion and to point at the two inevitable causes of this passion, stemming from within and from accidental glances of her loved one. This poem offers many problems of interpretation, mainly by the changing of grammatical persons. I established this line of interpretation, but cannot exclude other possibilities 44 :
IV.12 A. The poetess begs her companion to a quiet place and warns him for the devastating seductional effect of female glances (1-5) B. She recalls a love affair that she was part of herself (6-8) C. She succumbs to passion (9-10) D. The melancholic part: let my love not be forgotten after our goodbye; I suffer dearly, but my tears keep me going (11-16) 1 . Take me to the place where the soft wind blows and make the two Nuamàn-trees into your resting place 2. And when the eyes launch the attack of their spell and shoot (their arrows) from all sides of the fortress of deadly fate 3. Then take care lest your heart be hit by a glance as its bull's-eye, because the eyelooks are the bane of your heart 4. (the looks) of every slender woman being swayed by the supple joy of youth like a ben-tree 5. White-skinned women who make jewels superfluous ( ©anayna) by their beauty; therefore women are called ©awànì 6. They (the men) live in the (wadi) aAqìq region and move with their passion a heart that almost flies from pounding 7. I burdened it (viz. my heart) with the weight of love but it could not bear and I summoned it to be obedient in rejecting it, but it disobeyed me 8. A vanguard ransacked it (stole it) on the "Day of the Two Trees", a vanguard that "descended with the whole tribe of ˝a †afàn" 9. How long will my heart indulge in passion and (how long) will my eyes persist with shedding their tears 10. When his teeth smile with a glistening shine, they urge the tears of the eye to flow 11. You driver of camels, will you ever in your life make an evening journey along the pastures of the pasturing cattle 12. So that you could remind those who have forgotten how I used to be familiar with the tribe's protected territory; what was new of it became worne out by the one who wore me out 45 I vocalise maydàn as a maßdar of màda, though it should be mayadàn. The reading maydàn/mìdàn seems pointless here. 46 Mu., pp. 343-344; al-Ibsìhì, al-Musta †raf, Beirut, Muhassasat aIzz al-Dìn, 1991, pp. 253-4.
13. I remembered the agitation 45 of our farewell and my eye loosened the bridle to forever crying 14. I did not fear the thirst of fate when it occurred to me since I had the equal of a flowing stream (of tears) with me 15. If starvation touches me, its leather bucket will offer me food or when thirst torments me, it will spill water and quench my thirst 16. When the swords talk to their sheaths, its words will be deep red by it These are the images that this poetess is using: her heart is moved by her lovers passion (6b), a conquest she compares with a raid by the tribe of ˝a †afàn (8), unbearable passion that can only be quenched by tears (9 and 13-14), every time she meets her lover (10).
The following peculiar story may show, that sometimes uncompromising passion could lead someone to end up in the wrong place: Sarì l-Saqa †ì, the mystic (d. in Baghdad 253/867) tells this tory about a slave girl he heard in prison, chained with her hands to her neck, saying: 46 IV.13
1. My hand is chained to my neck, though it neither deceived nor stole 2. Within me there is a heart, that I feel is burning When he asked about her, he learned that she was insane and was locked up for treatment (˙ubisat laaallahà taßlu˙). But when she heard this she said smiling: 47 For ahdahu. 48 Mu., p. 344 reads tabaßßartu. The reason why her master had her locked up in prison was, that he had bought her as a singer, but that she used to weep a lot which kept the whole household awake. When al-Saqa †ì asked how all this came about, her master told that she sang this song to her own lute play:
IV.15
1. Be sure that I have never broken a bond and that I have never made murky a love after it has been clear 2. I have filled my flanks and my heart with love so how can I be consoled, you cause of my comfort, and be at ease 3. Oh you whose like of a master I do not have, do you think you could be pleased to have me as a slave at your door? As stories go she is of course set free by her master, but the story ends unhappily: she meets her former master again during the †awàf in Mekka. Her heart breaks and she dies, as does her former master of course. The two are buried in the same grave, according to al-Saqa †ì who is a witness to all this.
The whole story may well be fiction, but it illustrates the deadly effect that unanswered passion may have, according to contemporary imagination.
Vulnerability and Fear of Betrayal
Lovers (probably especially women) were in a vulnerable position. One of the dangers they faced was, that their true feelings would become exposed in society, even by their own carelessness. This was all the more dangerous in case the lover left you for another, as in this case where Umm al-aAlàh says: 49 V.1 1. Woe, when I let my love for you subsist and took no other lover so that the love in me for you was evident 2. I talked about you openly amidst people until my opennes damaged me, woe to
those I was open to 3. You were like the shade of a branch: while it shaded me and it delighted me, lo!, it was shaken by storms 4. So it became someone else's and its shadows turned around, away from me and it left me with the glow of the heat (or: gossip) But of course the lover who left could expose the intimate relationship, as a kind of added damage, so to speak, after separation. Umayma imrahat b. al-Damìna found herself in this unpleasant situation, after being blamed by her husband: 51 V.2 1. You have broken your promise to me and you have made those who used to blame (me) because of you, take malicious pleasure in me 2. You have put me in the open for the people and then you left me alone for them (to see) as a target to be aimed at, while you were safe 52 Ibid., p. 233. 53 Al-Suyù †ì, MustaΩraf, p. 28 54 The text in the MustaΩraf reads mu˙talimì, but that reading does not yield any meaningful sense. I am reluctant to propose the reading mu˙tamilì.
3. If words could hurt the body, then on my body the wounds from the words of blamers would be openly visible
Wa anta lla≈ì a¢laftanì mà waaadtanì wa asmatta bì man kàna fìka yalùmu 2. Wa abraztanì li-l-nàsi Δumma taraktanì lahum ©ara∂an urmà wa anta salìmu 3. Fa-law kàna qawlun yaklumu l-[isma qad badà bi-[ismiya min qawli l-wusàti kulùmu
From this short poem by (Ma[nùn's) Laylà l-aÀmiriyya it seems that women were in this respect in a more vulnerable position than men: 52 V.3 1 . Never was Ma[nùn in a a state or I was like he was 2. But he disclosed the secret of our love, whereas I dwindled away in secret
Lam yakuni l-ma[nùnu fì˙àlatin il là wa qad kuntu kamà kànà 2. Làkinnahu bà˙a bi-sirri l-hawà wa innanì qad ≈ubtu kitmànà
And in the same vein:
V.4
1. The fool of aÀmir speaks openly about his love, but I hid it and so died of passion 2. When on Judgement Day it is proclaimed: "Who has died from love?", then I will be the only one to step forward.
Bà˙a ma[nùnu aÀmirin bi-hawàhu wa katamtu l-hawà fa-muttu bi-wa[dì 2. Fa-i≈à kàna fì l-qiyàmati nùdì man qatìlu l-hawà taqaddamtu wa˙dì
Another example of how damaging the openness of one of the lovers can be is this poem by Sàmir: 53 V.5 1 . By God, you breaker of bonds, in whom can we have trust among the people we love (our lovers) after you?! 2. Woe! Would that you had never mentioned my name, when lovers mention the ones they love 3. Would that I had not been blinded by a well educated secretary, a refined and intelligent dandy 4. With that tongue of yours you were ("carrying me around"?) 54 for a while, without me knowing that it was just flattering 
Conflicts with Others
So on the one hand a lover faces a psychologal crisis, being torn by passion and its ensuing effect of uncertainty, on the other the mere fact of participating in a love affair, especially when the identity of the beloved is publicly known, causes a complicated social reaction: the phenomenon of the wàsùn, the reproachers or blamers. It is difficult to ascertain what the role of these individuals may have been in the reality of social context. In early riΔàh blamers often trigger the reaction of wailing, expressed by the marΔiya itself. They are the fictional or nonfictional, maybe even ritual impetus for the poetess to transgress the limit set by ßabr, acknowledging the legitimacy to enumerate the qualities of the deceased. For medieval Arabic society a socio-anthropological approach may well yield a number of valuable theories concerning function, origin and context of these wàsùn in the context of love poetry, but that is beyond the scope and purpose of this contribution. It may well be, that the wàsùn are a fiction, serving to underline the vulnerability of the love-sick, but at the same time they might function as a trigger to aggravate the agonising dilemma between equilibrium and folly and the impossibility of retreat. In this sense they would act as the threshold after which the victim of love can consider him/herself to be beyond shame and salvation: the truth has come out in the open.
The complaint by Suadà l-Asadiyya sounds very realistic. Her anguish is caused by both internal and external circumstances: 55 When the love affair is over it can become all the more painful to fall victim to the wàsùn as we can see in this poem by ›ayra Umm Îay©am al-Balawiyya 56 . She had fallen in love with her nephew, but was kept away from him by her family. She seems to be saying, that love will survive, though it may be hidden for a while.
VI. 2
1. I kept away from you; As soon as I did so, those stealthy looks would start gloating over us 2. Let the blamers not be joyful about the separation; it may be, that the lover's absence becomes long, while the heart stays honest (true) 3. The morning of separation between both lovers will come, but love is with the heart, its sides folded over it The lover that has been lost can become a threat too, because the intimacy once shared could now be disclosed. Umm al-Îa˙˙àk alMu˙àribiyya said when she started to forget her lover from the Banù l-Îibàb 58 :
VI.3
1. I had found comfort for the love of the Îibàbì for a while, but all the follies of an ignorant one were to return 2. A soul's friend said: I am concerned about you. By my life's sake you are right: we are both cause for concern 3. But the one who deserves most concern is he who does not offer faith nor keep the secrets after he has gone 4. Woe that you destroyed my love; if only my heart had not seduced the one that it could not take revenge on This caution for the "blamers" is meaningful, because all too easily society despised a woman as being loose; see for instance what Umm Óammàda l-Hamdàniyya puts in the mouth of a woman advising her 62 : VI.6
1. I complained to her about love, but she said: you lied to me; do I not see the strong men "dressed" in what they got from you? 2. Take it easy: that passion and love may not wear out your bones lest they become visible 3. And lest whispering from the blame of love will affect you and your bones will become mute so that they will not be able to answer the Caller 63 
Absence
Absence of the beloved is of course an omnipresent theme in love poetry. One of the most striking poems by a woman on the theme of separation, at least for its beginning, is probably this mixed up text that is attributed to two poetesses: al-›ansàh bint al-Tay˙àn and Umm ›àlid al-›aΔaamiyya: 65 The first version has 7 vss., all rhyming in-àmi. Two vss. rhyming in -àmu, that are attributed to the same poetess, are integrated in the version of Umm ›àlid, causing iqwàh. Vs. 5 in the version by al-›ansàh is missing in Umm ›àlid's, whereas the latter has an extra verse (vs. 7 of 8 vss.) that has a rhyme in -àmi, but which does not fit the theme of this poem. This leaves us with the following poem by al-›ansàh bint al- Tay˙àn: VII.1 1 . Has someone made a vow to kill me if the eye sees the shining of a bright cloud in the valley, the valley of the Tihàma 2. May a pouring raincloud not cease, wandering about, one that is led to the people of ˝a∂à by its rein 3. That ]a˙was may drink from it and that he may see its lightning with the eyes of a white headed hawk from the North a pre-Islamic date, the poetess apparently was a contemporary of aAbdwould be close to the genre of hi[àh-poetry. There are however factors 
Conclusion
Any conclusion drawn from the small amount of material presented here must be preliminary. But also preliminary conclusions may have a value of their own.
Maybe we should start by assessing what we did not find in these love poems by women: the most prominent phenomenon that is absent are lengthy descriptions in the waßf or madì˙, descriptions of the beloved, of men (or women). Where Bauer is able to extract an extensive catalogue of waßf elements from the poetry he discusses, they are scarce here, limited to the following passages:
IV.2: a general reference to beauty: [amàluka . . . IV.9: a general reference to the lovers "mental picture" IV.12 vs. 10 and VII.1 vs. 4: white teeth VII.3 s. 3: metaphoric use of "star" VII.4 and VIII.1: elegant walk and remarkable face to emphasize the nobility of the beloved XI.3 (last verse): the (former) lover's burning look Another thing that is missing is what I would call "the broad outlook", generalisations of emotions, or affections attributed to the condition humaine. The nearest these women take us to such a theme or expression is in a few general remarks about the nature of love: I.1, I.2 and I.3. In II.2 the poetess touches lightly on a general outlook, but only in hindsight when evaluating her own love career.
Another instance where a poetess seems to break through to a wider perspective is in III.1: she creates the image of the ideal heroic uncompromising lover whom no obstacle will turn away from his beloved. But then again she says so in a concrete situation, in which she feels turned down by her lover in her request to visit him.
Bauer witnesses enough expressions of this relationship between love and the condition humaine to justify the very purpose of his monography: to discuss the Mentalitätsgeschichte of the late Abbasid era. The same cannot possibly be done on the basis of the poems that are being love poetry by arab womenpresented here, neither for the late Abbasid nor for any other era. It might however be necessary to make an exception for love poetry by women in al-Andalus: developments there often turn out to be different from those in the heartlands of Arab/Islamic culture.
To typify the presented poems we might turn to Hempfers Gattungstheorie, a classical work on poetic kinds. In its last chapter ("Zusammenfassende Thesen", pp. 221-8) the author presents some useful clues as to how genres can be defined.
If we follow his lead the first question would be: can we consider the presented texts as a group? Three remarks have to be made:
1. The texts are only homogeneous in a limited sense: there common theme is love and some of its implications, but they are ascribed to women in varying historical and social circumstances. 2. It has already been indicated, that the chosen texts are a corpus for a preliminary survey; they are not the total corpus that can be found. 3. The texts above have never been presented as a collection, as an interconnected group, neither in the Arab Middle Ages nor recently: the juxtaposition is ours and it does not follow unequivocal criteria.
If we would superimpose a "Sammelbegriff ", a collective definition, on these poems it would probably be "functional poetry with lyrical inclinations", because they are almost without exception connected to concrete occasions. In this sense they are occassional poetry.
It is debatable wether these poems would coincide with a historical category that occurred in Medieval Arabic genre definition. After excluding categories like waßf and madì˙as we did, the only category that could be considered is ©azal/tasbìb (love) poetry, but one might argue, that with the variety of love's implications that these poems present, they are thematically not "stable" enough to bring them under this category alone.
It is difficult to typify these poems in terms of communicational situations ("Sprechsituationen"), either performative or informative, because as far as they are communicational, most of them are intended as "oneto-one" messages, from one sender (the poetess) to one reciever (the beloved). To subdivide further into primary and secundary modi ("Schreibweisen") like narrative, dramatical, comical or satirical is even more complicated, because it would mean that we need to have at least a clear understanding of the sender's and reciever's intentions and moods. And decisive to determine these intentions and moods are the texts themselves (to a lesser extent the context), so that here too we would find ourselves in a vicious circle.
These considerations would lead us to believe that the poems presented here can hardly be considered a genre in the normal sense of the word. Neither can most of the women, whose poems we have been discussing here, be considered poetesses in the sense that they produced a number of poems collected in a dìwàn, let alone that poetry made up most of their daily activities as is the case with the laureate poets of medieval Arab culture. Their poems can hardly be understood as anything else than occasional (or maybe: situational) poetry, which leaves us with a tantalising question: why were they collected and transmitted at all? Perhaps their only value was and is, that for a reader (now and then) they are highly recognisable as a reflection of the vicissitudes of love, phenomena that still provide enough material to fill 24 hour schedules of three TV pop stations on my local cable network.
